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The transmission of an interacting Bose-Einstein condensate incident on a repulsive Gaussian
barrier is investigated through numerical simulation. The dynamics associated with interatomic
interactions are studied across a broad parameter range not previously explored. Effective 1D
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) simulations are compared to classical Boltzmann-Vlasov equation
(BVE) simulations in order to isolate purely coherent matterwave effects. Quantum tunneling is then
defined as the portion of the GPE transmission not described by the classical BVE. An exponential
dependence of transmission on barrier height is observed in the classical simulation, suggesting
that observing such an exponential dependence is not a sufficient condition for quantum tunneling.
Furthermore, the transmission is found to be predominately described by classical effects, although
interatomic interactions are shown to modify the magnitude of the quantum tunneling. Interactions
are also seen to affect the amount of classical transmission, producing transmission in regions where
the non-interacting equivalent has none. This theoretical investigation clarifies the contribution
quantum tunneling makes to overall transmission in many-particle interacting systems, potentially
informing future tunneling experiments with ultracold atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum tunneling of a wave packet through a poten-
tial barrier is a fundamental quantum mechanical prob-
lem that has been extensively studied for decades [1–
7]. Beyond its fundamental interest, quantum tunneling
is crucial to technological applications such as the tun-
nel diode [8], the scanning tunneling microscope [9], and
SQUIDs [10–13]. Recent experimental progress in ultra-
cold atomic physics has provided a new, flexible platform
in which to explore this phenomenon. These systems are
isolated from the environment and offer a high degree
of control through a combination of magnetic, optical,
and rf fields. Additionally, the high phase-space den-
sity of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) allow for large
interatomic interactions, which can be precisely tuned
through a Feshbach resonance. This enables investiga-
tions into many-body effects with both attractive and
repulsive interatomic interactions. This exquisite control
makes BECs ideally suited to detailed studies of quantum
tunneling in a wide parameter regime.
Matterwave transmission and/or reflection has been
investigated for ultracold atoms coherently interacting
with optical lattices [14–16], double-well potentials [17],
and silicon surfaces [18, 19], and also under driving and
dissipative processes [20]. Previous theoretical studies
into the transmission properties of condensates with in-
teratomic interactions through potential barriers have in-
vestigated the emergence of blips [21], the lifetime and
stability of quasibound states in a potential well [22],
and the transmission time [23].
The transmission properties of a bright soliton through
a barrier have also been studied theoretically and exper-
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a 1D BEC interacting
with a Gaussian potential barrier at four snapshots in time.
Here the shaded region shows the Gaussian barrier with the
red curves representing the density profile of the BEC. The
BEC begins on the left side of the barrier (t1), propagates to-
wards it (t2), hits the barrier (t3), and splits into transmitted
and reflected components (t4). Key parameters are shown in-
cluding the initial momentum kick given to the cloud, k, the
RMS-width of the cloud, σc, the width of the barrier, σb, and
the height of the barrier, V0.
imentally, with the effect of interactions on the transmis-
sion coefficient demonstrated [24–26]. An increase in the
transmission rate with atom number has been shown us-
ing numerical simulations [27] and demonstrated exper-
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2imentally [28], while the dependence of transmission on
barrier height has also been experimentally verified [29].
Although control of tunneling through manipulation of
the atom number is experimentally achievable, the scat-
tering length and potential barrier height provide a sim-
pler pathway to achieving this goal. This paper explores
these controls across a broad parameter space not previ-
ously studied, detailing the various associated transmis-
sion dynamics.
Furthermore, since transmission in quantum systems is
not exclusively a quantum effect, the magnitude of quan-
tum tunneling is difficult to robustly quantify. This paper
develops a theoretical procedure for isolating quantum
tunneling from overall transmission in a many-particle
quantum system, and applies this to the simple case of a
one-dimensional (1D) BEC interacting with a Gaussian
potential barrier. This procedure compares simulations
of the 1D Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE), a mean-field
model that fully captures the relevant quantum coherent
effects, with a Boltzmann-Vlasov equation (BVE), which
instead models the atoms as classical hard spheres that
interact via a mean-field interatomic potential. Quantum
tunneling is then defined as the difference in transmission
between these two models. The system is numerically
investigated across a broad parameter space including
interatomic interactions that range from fully repulsive
through non-interacting to fully attractive. The trans-
mission dynamics associated with changing interactions
are shown to be dominated by classical effects in all pa-
rameter regimes, however the amplitude of quantum tun-
neling is also affected.
II. MODEL SYSTEM AND PARAMETERS
The theoretical system is modelled according to
experimentally-realizable parameters [30–32], briefly de-
scribed below. A BEC of 105 85Rb atoms is initially
prepared in a cylindrically-symmetric harmonic trap-
ping potential with radial and axial trapping frequencies
ω⊥ = 2pi × 70 Hz and ωz = 2pi × 10 Hz, respectively.
This realizes a cigar-shaped condensate where the ra-
dial degrees of freedom do not contribute significantly to
the dynamics, allowing treatment with a quasi-1D model.
Explicitly, the axial trapping potential is
Vtrap(z) =
1
2
mω2z(z − z0)2, (1)
where m is the mass of a 85Rb atom. We set z0 = −50lz,
where lz =
√
~/mωz. The s-wave scattering length of
the atoms can be tuned using a Feshbach resonance [31,
33, 34]. The initial scattering length is set to 5a0 (where
a0 is the Bohr radius), giving a Thomas-Fermi density
profile with RMS width σc = 4.7lz. This forms the initial
condition for all numerical simulations.
At time t = 0 the axial trapping potential, Vtrap(z), is
extinguished and the scattering length (as) is quenched
from 5a0 to a value between −0.5a0 and +1a0. Simulta-
neously, the BEC is given a momentum kick along the
z-direction of p0 = 20~l−1z (0.73~k0, where k0 is the
wavenumber of the desired Rb transition). This can be
achieved experimentally using Bragg transitions [35, 36].
This ensures that the condensate has a kinetic energy
E ∼ 200~ωz much greater than its initial interatomic in-
teraction potential energy of ∼ 15.9~ωz. A repulsive
Gaussian potential barrier is introduced with potential
described by
Vb(z) = V0e
−(z−z′0)2/σ2b , (2)
where V0 and σb parametrize the barrier height and
width, respectively. This can be created experimentally
using a blue detuned laser beam.
The position of the barrier, z′0, is selected such that the
initial atomic wavefunction is unperturbed (to machine
precision) through the introduction of the barrier. This
condition is achieved by positioning the Gaussian tail of
the barrier (at z = z′0 − 3σb) a distance 15lz from the
3σ-width of the cloud, i.e. z′0 = z0 + 3(σb + σc) + 15lz.
Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the result-
ing wavefunction evolution. In all simulations, the barrier
height, V0, is chosen between 180~ωz and 220~ωz and the
barrier width, σb, is between 0.1σc to 10σc. This paper
explores the variation in the transmission coefficient as a
function of quenched scattering length and various bar-
rier parameters, while keeping the initial condition of the
BEC and momentum kick constant.
III. METHODS
In order to separate the effect of quantum tunnel-
ing from the overall transmission, numerical simulations
from two different theoretical approaches are investi-
gated. Firstly, the GPE provides an excellent descrip-
tion of the bulk properties of the condensate in the zero-
temperature limit and includes relevant quantum effects
such as matterwave interference. It therefore provides
the total transmission that is experimentally observable.
Secondly, the BVE gives a classical representation of the
particle dynamics that includes the interatomic interac-
tions via a mean-field potential while neglecting matter-
wave effects. The comparison of these two simulations
allows one to isolate the purely quantum mechanical be-
havior.
A. Gross-Pitaevskii Equation Simulation
The interatomic dynamics of a BEC in a quasi-1D ge-
ometry is described by the 1D GPE
i~∂Ψ(z, t)
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂z2
+ Vext(z, t) + g1D|Ψ(z, t)|2
]
Ψ(z, t),
(3)
3where Vext(z, t) is the external axial potential (initially a
harmonic potential, then subsequently a Gaussian bar-
rier), Ψ(z, t) is the macroscopic wavefunction (or or-
der parameter) normalized to the total particle number,
N =
∫
dz|Ψ(z, t)|2 with density ρ(z, t) = |Ψ(z, t)|2, and
the 1D interaction strength
g1D =
25/2
3N
1√
mω2z
[
15Ng3Dω
2
⊥ωz
(
m
2
)3/2
8pi
]3/5
, (4)
where g3D = 4pi~2as/m is the 3D interaction strength
produced by a scattering length as. There are a variety
of approaches to deriving an effective 1D GPE from the
full 3D GPE [37–39]. In this paper, a fixed Thomas-Fermi
profile is assumed in the radial direction, and the dimen-
sional reduction is performed by equating the chemical
potential of the effective 1D GPE to the chemical poten-
tial of the full 3D theory. See Appendix A for further
details.
Equation (3) is solved using a split-step Fourier and
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The initial condition
for each GPE simulation is
ψ′0(z) = ψ0(z)e
ikz (5)
where ~k is the magnitude of the momentum kick and
ψ0(z) is the groundstate wavefunction for the initially
trapped BEC [c.f. Eq. (1)] with scattering length 5a0.
ψ0(z) is obtained numerically using an imaginary-time
propagation method [40, 41].
B. Boltzmann-Vlasov Equation Simulation
In order to isolate the classical component of the trans-
mission, a classical analog to the GPE is required. The
Boltzmann-Vlasov equation (BVE) provides this analog
by describing the dynamics of an atom subject to the
collective interactions created by a large number of other
like-particles without the need for a wavefunction [42, 43].
Specifically, the BVE analog to the 1D GPE Eq. (3) is
∂P(z, p, t)
∂t
+
p
m
∂P(z, p, t)
∂z
− ∂(Vb + Vm)
∂z
∂P(z, p, t)
∂p
= 0,
(6)
where P(z, p, t) is the phase-space distribution for the
atoms, Vb is the barrier potential Eq. (2), and Vm is the
interatomic potential
Vm(z, t) = Ng1D
∫
dpP(z, p, t). (7)
The phase-space distribution is normalized to∫
dzdpP(z, p, t) = N with the marginals ∫ dpP(z, p, t)
and
∫
dz P(z, p, t) providing the position and
momentum-space densities of the atomic cloud, re-
spectively.
Formally, the mean-field treatment of the interatomic
interactions via Eq. (7) follows from a quantum descrip-
tion of collisions that includes the wave-like nature of
particles during the scattering process [44]. This density-
dependent potential is therefore the direct semiclassical
analog of the nonlinear term in the GPE, Eq. (3). The
wave-like origins of Eq. (7) are distinct from the global
coherent nature of the BEC matterwave dynamics, which
are certainly not captured by the BVE. Crucially, since
the BVE treats atoms as hard spheres it does not permit
the tunneling of a single atom through a barrier.
Equation (6) is simulated using a Monte-Carlo sam-
pling method, whereby M = 104 random samples of the
initial phase-space density, P(z, p, 0), are selected and
evolved. Each Monte-Carlo sample (indexed by i) can
be interpreted as a single classical particle at position xi
with momentum pi and dynamics governed by Newton’s
equations of motion
dzi
dt
=
pi
m
, (8a)
dpi
dt
= − d
dz
[Vb(z) + Vm(z, t)]
∣∣
z=zi
. (8b)
To enable a fair comparison to the GPE simulations,
the initial phase-space distribution P(z, p, 0) is deter-
mined from the position and momentum distributions
of the 1D GPE initial condition, Eq. (5). Explic-
itly, P(z, p, 0) is chosen such that ∫ dpP(z, p, 0) =
|ψ0(z)|2 and
∫
dz P(z, p, 0) = |ψ˜0(p)|2, where ψ˜0(p) ≡∫
dp exp[−i(p− ~k)z/~]ψ0(z)/
√
2pi~.
The interatomic potential, Eq. (7), requires the
position-space density ρ(z, t) = P(z, p, t). At each time
step, ρ(z, t) is estimated from all M samples using a ker-
nel density estimation technique [45]. This data smooth-
ing method is commonly used to infer populations from
a finite data sample. It has also been used in grid-free
simulations of the GPE, which is of particular relevance
here [46, 47]. The kernel density estimator for M samples
is given by
fν(z) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
Kν(z − zi), (9)
where the kernel, Kν , is a non-negative function and ν >
0 is a smoothing parameter. A Gaussian kernel function
Kν(z) =
1√
2piν2
e−
z2
2ν2 (10)
is chosen, providing an estimate of ρ(z, t) that is smooth
and well-behaved in the tails. For Gaussian kernels, the
optimal choice of smoothing parameter is
ν =
(
4σ5z
3M
) 1
5
, (11)
where σz is the standard deviation of samples in position
space at the initial time [45]. This provides the following
4estimate for the interatomic potential:
Vm(z, t) = Ng1Dfν(z) =
Ng1D
M
M∑
i=1
e−
(z−zi)2
2ν2√
2piν2
. (12)
This interatomic potential couples the M Monte-Carlo
samples such that Eq. (8) produces a set of M coupled
ordinary differential equations that must be solved simul-
taneously.
This Monte-Carlo procedure for solving the BVE,
Eq. (6), was validated by checking that the breathing
(i.e. monopole) mode frequency of a 1D harmonically
confined BEC with as = 5a0 matched the analytic pre-
diction given in Ref. [48]. This mode was excited by
inducing a small quench of the trapping frequency, as in
Ref. [49]. In particular, this specific validation suggests
that Eq. (12) provides a sufficiently accurate estimate of
the interatomic potential.
C. Definition of Quantum Tunneling
For both of the numerical approaches, the transmitted
and reflected regions are defined as z > zT = (z
′
0 + 2σb)
and z < zR = (z
′
0 − 2σb), with the number of atoms in
each regime defined as
NT =
∫ ∞
zT
dz ρ(z, tend), (13a)
NR =
∫ zR
−∞
dz ρ(z, tend), (13b)
respectively. The stopping time, tend, for the simulation
is chosen such that the transmitted and reflected clouds
are well separated from the barrier in position space, and
both NT and NR have reached asymptotic values. The
transmission coefficient is then defined as
T =
NT
N −Nlost , (14)
where Nlost refers to atoms not included in either region,
typically those for which the velocity goes to zero after
interaction with the barrier. The typical magnitude of
Nlost for current simulations is negligible, on the order
of 10−6. In contrast, Nloss can be significant for trans-
mission through non-Gaussian barriers such as a square
potential barrier and for the transmission of bright soli-
tons through attractive potential barriers [26, 50].
Due to the stochastic nature of the BVE simulation,
20 realizations for each parameter are performed, with
the mean transmission coefficient calculated.
The quantum tunneling, ∆T , is then defined as the
difference between the transmission coefficient obtained
from the GPE simulation and that of the corresponding
BVE:
∆T ≡ TGPE − TBVE. (15)
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FIG. 2. The density profile in position space during a prop-
agation period of t = 2ω−1z for as = {−1.0, 0.0, 1.0}a0 with
a barrier height of V0/E = 1 and σb/lz = 1. The dotted line
represents the central position of the barrier. The density of
the cloud at the final time is shown on the right side of each
plot. During free propagation, the density distribution ex-
pands for as = +1a0, contracts for as = −1a0, and remains
unchanged for as = 0. See the Supplemental Material for a
video depicting the real-time evolution of the density.
IV. RESULTS
A. Total Transmission Using GPE
First, the GPE dynamics of a condensate through a
Gaussian barrier with σb/lz = 1 and V0/E = 1 are inves-
tigated. Figure 2 illustrates the change in density profile
during propagation for various scattering lengths. As
predicted, the non-interacting case where as = 0 is non-
focusing during evolution, while attractive (as < 0) and
repulsive (as > 0) interactions display focusing and dis-
persive behavior, respectively [22, 51]. The final density
profiles illustrated in Fig. 2 show the presence of more
than one density peak within the transmitted and re-
flected components and are more pronounced for the at-
tractive scattering length simulation. This behavior has
previously been observed in Ref. [27].
1. Varying Barrier Width
It is well established that the transmission in a non-
interacting system displays an exponential dependence
on the barrier width in the limit that V0 > E. In this
regime, the average kinetic energy of the cloud is lower
5than the barrier, ensuring the bulk of the cloud is unable
to pass through and quantum effects dominate. This be-
havior is confirmed through GPE simulations with as = 0
and a constant potential height V0/E = 1.1, as illustrated
by the red points in Fig. 3. Generally, it is expected that
the transmission approaches zero as the barrier width
goes to infinity. However, these simulations show a non-
zero offset, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. This offset
suggests that the transmission for large barrier widths is
dominated by classical dynamics instead of quantum tun-
neling, implying that transmission is not strictly equiv-
alent to quantum tunneling even in the non-interacting
regime. This is quantified in Sec. IV B by comparing the
full dynamics described by GPE simulations to that of
classical simulations provided by the BVE.
The introduction of interatomic interactions modifies
the simple exponential dependence of transmission on
barrier width. This is seen in Fig. 3 where the transmis-
sion for as = {−0.5, 0.5}a0 is shown for varying barrier
widths. In both attractive and repulsive scattering length
regimes, the transmission does not display an exponen-
tial dependence on barrier width, instead displaying flat
or increasing transmission. Due to the complexity of this
behavior, it is not clear whether these effects are due to
quantum tunneling or simply classical transmission. The
high densities that occur for large barrier widths in the
attractive case limit the range of barrier widths where
the simulations remain valid. As with the non-interacting
case, these parameters are investigated in Sec. IV B using
the classical model provided by the BVE.
Although an analysis of barrier width provides intu-
itive insight, it is difficult to achieve experimentally where
dynamic control of the barrier width requires adaptive
optics or spatial light modulators [52]. By comparison,
dynamic control of the barrier height is readily achievable
in an experimental setup, motivating further simulations
in this parameter space.
2. Varying Scattering Length and Barrier Height
The dependence of T on scattering length and the ratio
of barrier height to the kinetic energy of the cloud is pre-
sented in Fig. 4 for a constant barrier width of σb/lz = 1.
For fixed as, transmission is shown to decrease with in-
creasing barrier height. Cross sections of the surface plot
in Fig. 4 at V0/E = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1} illustrate the general
behavior. The result in the regime E ≈ V0 and as > 0 is
in qualitative agreement with previous theoretical work
that explored only this regime [27]. However, Ref. [27]
suggested that increasing interatomic interactions always
enhances the quantum tunneling rate in the quasi-1D
regime with a cigar-shaped initial condition. Figure 4
shows that this is not true in general. Consider the as > 0
regime, for instance. Although transmission decreases for
increasing interatomic interactions when E > V0, it in-
creases with increasing interactions when E < V0.
In general, both attractive and repulsive interatomic
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FIG. 3. The variation of the transmission, T , with chang-
ing potential barrier width, σb, for V0/E = 1.1 and scat-
tering lengths as = {−0.5, 0.0, 0.5}a0, shown in yellow
triangles, red dots, and blue squares respectively. Inset
shows the non-interacting case with an exponential fit of
the form A exp (−λx) + B shown as the gray curve. This
fit has an r-squared of 0.9998 for parameters {A, λ, B} =
{0.58, 22.1, 0.0061}. The fit is seen to asymptote to a non-
zero value, indicating the presence of a classical contribution
to the transmission.
interactions nontrivially affect the transmission. Al-
though interatomic interactions modify the overall po-
tential experienced by the atoms, creating an effective
potential of the form [23]
Veff = Vb(z) + g1D|Ψ(z, t)|2, (16)
this is not simple to interpret. Na¨ıvely, this modification
increases the effective potential for positive scattering
lengths and decreases it for negative scattering lengths,
leading one to assume that transmission always increases
(decreases) with more attractive (repulsive) interatomic
interactions. However, this picture does not account for
the dynamical changes in the density due to interatomic
interactions. This leads to the transmission’s more com-
plicated dependence on as and V0, quantified in Fig. 4.
Nevertheless, Eq. (16) suggests that some changes in
the transmission due to the presence of interatomic inter-
actions arise from energy considerations associated with
the size and sign of g1D and the dynamics of the den-
sity distribution. These considerations are classical and
independent of coherent matterwave effects. To quan-
tify separately the effect of interactions on the classical
portion of the transmission and the coherent matterwave
portion, which is defined as quantum tunneling, the GPE
simulations must be compared with the classical BVE
simulations.
B. Isolating Quantum Tunneling from
Transmission
GPE simulations alone are unable to isolate the frac-
tion of the transmission associated with coherent matter-
wave effects. Nevertheless, this can be achieved through
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FIG. 4. The variation of transmission, T , with barrier height,
V0, and scattering length, as, for constant barrier width
σb/lz = 1. Cross sections taken at V0/E = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1}
are plotted on the right in blue (upper), red (middle), and
yellow (lower) dots
, respectively.
comparison with BVE simulations of the classical dynam-
ics.
1. Varying Barrier Width
As in Sec. IV A 1, the effect of changing the barrier
width on transmission is simulated, now in a classical
system. This is shown as the blue points in Fig. 5 for
as = {−0.5, 0.0, 0.5}a0 and V0/E = 1.1. In the case
of a non-interacting system, a similar non-zero value for
transmission, even at large barrier widths, is observed,
suggesting this effect results from classical effects. This
classical transmission arises due to a fraction of the atoms
possessing an energy greater than the potential barrier.
This fraction is given by the momentum distribution
of the cloud. Figure 5e) shows the quantum tunneling
as defined by Eq. (15) and displays the expected expo-
nential dependence on barrier width. Furthermore, ∆T
approaches zero for increasing barrier width, consistent
with models of quantum tunneling.
Similarly, comparing the GPE and BVE simulations
for the interacting cases uncovers the portion of the trans-
mission associated with quantum tunneling. However,
the dynamics in the interacting regime become signifi-
cantly more complex. For repulsive (as > 0) interactions,
the quantum tunneling decreases exponentially with in-
creases in barrier width for smaller barrier widths (σb <
σc) and starts increasing for larger widths (σb > σc) as
shown in Fig. 5d). The attractive interatomic interac-
tions also generate nontrivial quantum tunneling behav-
ior, as shown in Fig. 5f). Here, dynamics within the
barrier provide a major contribution to the transmission
and tunneling. For narrow barriers (σb < σc), there is
a chance for multiple reflections and interference inside
the barrier. Then the density can be higher and the
atoms can be in a regime of strong repulsive or attrac-
tive interactions. As the barrier width increases, σb > σc,
the probability of reflections decreases [53]. Ultimately
the density, the interatomic interaction energies, and the
probability of interference are different for these two bar-
rier width regimes. This causes the transmission to follow
a different barrier width dependence in these two regimes.
2. Varying Scattering Length
Scattering length provides a straightforward experi-
mental method for controlling the chemical potential
of the condensate, thereby directly affecting tunneling.
This relationship is shown in Fig. 6 where both GPE and
BVE simulation methods are performed for three poten-
tial barrier heights V0/E = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1} and a constant
barrier width of σb/lz = 1. The classical simulations dis-
play the same qualitative behavior as the total transmis-
sion, yet produce distinct quantitative differences. When
the cloud has kinetic energy greater than the barrier such
that E > V0, transmission in the non-interacting case is
high. Interatomic interactions reduce the transmission.
As in Ref. [54], studying the momentum distribution of
the cloud during propagation provides insight into this
scattering-length dependence of the transmission. In the
presence of interatomic interactions, the momentum dis-
tribution of the cloud expands during propagation. This
results in an increase in the number of atoms with en-
ergy less than the barrier and therefore a decrease in the
transmission relative to the non-interacting case.
In a similar way, momentum diffusion causes an in-
crease in the transmission when the energy of the cloud
is lower than that of the barrier. In this case, the non-
interacting limit generates very little transmission, how-
ever momentum diffusion from the introduction of inter-
actions allows a portion of the atoms to be at high enough
momentum to transmit through the barrier.
Furthermore, in the presence of interactions, the bar-
rier potential is modified, as discussed in Sec. IV A 2.
This modification results in an enhancement of trans-
mission for attractive interactions and a reduction for
repulsive interactions.
These qualitative effects are present in both the full
GPE simulations and those of the classical BVE, suggest-
ing that changes in transmission associated with chang-
ing interactions are predominantly classical and not nec-
essarily related to quantum tunneling.
Despite this qualitative agreement between the full
GPE simulations and the classical BVE simulations, the
degree of quantum tunneling is also affected by inter-
atomic interactions. This is illustrated in Figs. 6 b), c)
and d), where the quantum tunneling, ∆T , is shown for
V0/E = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1}. The quantum tunneling is calcu-
lated as the difference between the GPE and BVE simu-
lations [see Eq. (15)] and shown graphically as the shaded
region in Fig. 6a). It is seen that classical transmission
dominates in some regions with no quantum tunneling
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FIG. 5. The variation of the transmission coefficient, T , with the width of barrier for varying scattering length, as =
{−0.5, 0.0, 0.5}a0. The red dot points in (a), (b), and (c) show the transmission calculated from the full GPE simulations, TGPE,
while the blue points with error bars show the transmission computed from the classical BVE simulations, TBVE. The error bars
indicate three times the standard error in the mean as calculated from 20 realizations for each parameter. (d), (e), and (f) plot
the quantum tunneling, defined as the difference between the full GPE and classical BVE simulations [see Eq. (15)]. The insets
in (b) and (e) show the exponential dependence on barrier width for as = 0.0, with exponential fits of the form A exp (−λx)+B
shown as the gray curve. The fit in b) results in an r-squared of 0.9998 for parameters {A, λ, B} = {0.58, 22.1, 0.0061}, while
the fit in e) results in an r-squared of 0.9998 for parameters {A, λ, B} = {0.58, 22.1, −0.0013}.
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FIG. 6. (a) shows the variation of TGPE and TBVE over a
range of scattering length, as, for varying barrier heights,
V0/E = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1}. (b), (c) and (d) show the contribution
of quantum tunneling, ∆T , for this same parameter regime.
The error bars associated with the BVE simulations indicate
three times the standard error in the mean as calculated from
20 realizations for each parameter.
present. Indeed, certain regions display negative quan-
tum tunneling, implying that matterwave interference ef-
fects actually result in a reduction of transmission, caused
by anti-tunneling [55].
3. Varying Barrier Height
As with scattering length, the potential barrier height
is a readily-accessible experimental control. As such,
GPE and BVE simulations are again used to understand
the dynamics due to changes in this parameter. Once
again, the full GPE simulations are compared to the clas-
sical BVE simulations with the results shown in Figs. 7
a) and b). The exponential dependence of transmission
on barrier height, usually considered a sign of quantum
tunneling, is also shown to exist for the fully classical
transmission. This suggests that observing an exponen-
tial dependence on transmission is insufficient to confirm
the presence of quantum tunneling. The relationship of
quantum tunneling to barrier height is shown in Fig. 7c).
In the non-interacting regime, quantum tunneling is rel-
atively symmetric around V0/E = 1, yet it displays an-
titunneling behavior for E > V0 and quantum tunnel-
ing when E < V0. In the limit of very small and very
high potential barriers, quantum tunneling approaches
zero in the non-interacting and repulsive regimes. At-
tractive interactions display quantum tunneling or anti-
tunneling in the presence of all the barrier heights in-
vestigated here. As in the previous section, the classical
transmission displays a qualitatively-similar relationship
to the total transmission, suggesting that the predomi-
nant contribution to transmission is from classical effects.
In contrast, quantum tunneling displays a vastly different
relationship to total transmission.
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FIG. 7. (a) and (b) show the variation of TGPE and TBVE,
respectively, for different barrier heights, V0/E, and scatter-
ing lengths, as = {−0.5, 0.0, 0.5}a0. (c) shows the contri-
bution of quantum tunneling, ∆T , over this same parame-
ter regime. The error bars are due to the finite sampling
error of the BVE simulations and indicate three times the
standard error in the mean as calculated from 20 realiza-
tions for each parameter. The quantum tunneling is seen to
display a significantly different relationship to barrier height
compared to the total transmission, while the classical trans-
mission is in qualitative agreement. This suggests the total
transmission is predominantly due to classical effects. The
gray curve indicates fits to the non-interacting case for the
GPE and BVE simulations using a function of the form
a tanh [b(x− 1)] + c. The GPE fit resulted in an r-squared of
0.999987 for parameters {a, b, c} = {0.500, −22.96, 0.501},
while the BVE fit resulted in an r-squared of 0.9999 for pa-
rameters {a, b, c} = {0.499, 31.79, 0.500}.
V. CONCLUSION
The dynamics of an interacting Bose-Einstein conden-
sate incident on a Gaussian potential barrier has been
studied through effective 1D GPE simulations and clas-
sical BVE simulations. The comparison of these two sim-
ulation methods illustrates the difference between trans-
mission and quantum tunneling. Indeed, an exponen-
tial dependence of transmission on barrier height is ob-
served to be present even for classical transmission, sug-
gesting that this property is an insufficient indication
of quantum tunneling. Quantum tunneling, defined as
the difference between the total transmission and the
classical transmission, was investigated, with transmis-
sion shown to be predominantly dominated by classical
effects for many choices of barrier heights and widths.
Coherent matterwave effects even appear to reduce the
transmission for certain barrier heights. The tunneling
dynamics was studied across a broad parameter space
not previously explored. Quantum tunneling was seen to
be directly controllable through manipulation of the in-
teratomic interactions, a readily achievable experimental
control through use of a Feshbach resonance. The simu-
lations used experimentally realizable parameters, which
along with non-destructive imaging techniques [32] sug-
gest that it would be possible to observe tunneling dy-
namics in real time. These experiments could verify re-
sults from the GPE simulations. Additionally, experi-
mental data could be incorporated into semi-empirical
classical simulations via the BVE in order to experimen-
tally study quantum tunneling dynamics.
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Appendix A: Derivation of Effective 1D GPE,
Eq. (3)
Consider the 3D GPE describing the macroscopic
wavefunction of a BEC:
i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t) + g3D|Ψ(r, t)|2 ,
]
Ψ(r, t),
(A1)
where Vext is the external harmonic trapping potential
with cylindrical symmetry described by
Vext =
1
2
m(ω2⊥r
2 + ω2zz
2) , (A2)
where m is the atomic mass, and ω⊥ and ωz are the trans-
verse and longitudinal trapping frequencies, respectively.
For large atom number and repulsive interactions, the
interaction energy of the condensate is significantly larger
9than the kinetic energy. Here the Thomas-Fermi approx-
imation can be applied, which gives
µ3D =
1
2
m(ω2⊥r
2 + ω2zz
2) + g3D|Ψ(r, t)|2, (A3a)
|Ψ(r, t)|2 = 1
g3D
[
µ3D − 1
2
m(ω2⊥r
2 + ω2zz
2)
]
, (A3b)
where µ3D is the chemical potential. The normalization
condition gives
N =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ zTF
−zTF
dz
∫ rTF
0
drr|Ψ(r, t)|2
=
8pi
15
ω2zµ3D
g3Dω2⊥
(
2µ3D
mωz
)3/2
, (A4)
where
rTF =
√
2µ
mω2⊥
− ω
2
zzTF
ω2⊥
, (A5a)
zTF =
√
2µ3D
mω2z
. (A5b)
Using Eq. (A4),
µ3D =
[
15Ng3Dω
2
⊥ωz
8pi
(m
2
)3/2]2/5
. (A6)
The chemical potential in 1D, µ1D, can be similarly ob-
tained by neglecting the kinetic energy in the 1D GPE,
Eq. (3), and it is given by
µ1D =
1
2
[
3
2
g1DN
√
mω2z
]2/3
. (A7)
The key step of the dimensional reduction is to choose
g1D such that the bulk dynamics of the effective 1D
GPE well-approximate the true 3D dynamics given by
Eq. (A1). This is provided by setting µ1D = µ3D, which
matches the energy per particle of the 1D groundstate
to the 3D groundstate. Equating Eq. (A6) and Eq. (A7)
and solving for g1D gives Eq. (3).
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